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About This Game

An evil corporation destroyed his forest, now it's his turn to take out the trash

Epic Dumpster Bear is an action packed platformer inspired by the 16-bit classics where you play as a dumpster bear with a
chip on his shoulder. Over 65 levels filled with tricky platforming, challenging bosses, and secret levels to be discovered. The

"Epic Dumpster Bear: Dumpster Fire Redux" edition is the director's cut of the cult indie hit with new levels and more
cinematics exploring dumpster bear's past.

Classic platforming action
7 worlds and over 65 levels to complete
Smooth gameplay and precise control

Secret Exits and Levels to be discovered
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It is what it says on the tin. Also cats. I've been trying really hard to like this game from the moment that I started playing. With
each passing encounter, with each newly introduced event, with each new NPC speaking and each logic flaw in either narrative
or combat; my task grew to become harder and harder. Finally, I give up. This is the day that I'll leave an RPG unfinished.

As the curtain opens, we watch a cinematic about a legendary artifact; the Sickle of Chronos being stolen. Then, we choose
between two 12 year old siblings - one male and one female - to take as our character, and begin playing a pesteringly long,
somewhat illogical and predictable prequel story. By the end of the prequel, our "hero" is given the "choice" of becoming the
champion of one of the 9 Olympian Gods to compete in a contest. If she\/he prevails, her\/his one wish will be granted by the
gods. To accomplish this deed, our hero is sent to the Island of Machantar to the main temple of his\/her deity. After that point,
our hero will venture out on an unending journey of hack & slash to acquire that accursed sickle.

Numen: Contest of Heroes is a single player 3D RPG in a run on the mill MMO model - which is based on fetch quests or killing a
certain amount of monsters to get a certain drop - with the skill bar, mobs to kill and levels to gain. You slay monsters, gain level
and loot, travel to new areas with tougher monsters and so on and on... which would be quite alright if it wouldn't be for a couple
of downers. To begin with, the storyline is botched, with you always ending up aimlessly wandering around to try and discover
"what to do next". Quest indicators fail to present pointers or direct towards locations. Any and all areas of the game are open, so it
wouldn't differ whether you are level 20 or 80, you can always find a mob to get yourself killed by accidentally.

There is a monstrous imbalance between classes; warrior being overpowering, mage being somewhat decent and archer being
completely pointless. Skill and item usage are completely laggy; you end up pushing a hot key 2-3 times before the game decides to
cast that spell and by then - guess what? - You are usually dead. There is no actual lore to gods or no differentiating factor between
gods, so your choice of whomever you decided to follow there is somewhat irrelevant. The game fails to deliver any kind of
authentic lore: there are Greek names and figures thrown around, bravo. As if that would be enough for a setting. Aside the main
scenario - and a vague one at that - side quests are not many, and they end up popping around in completely imbalanced levels.
Dialogue is forced, unimaginative and usually contains a couple of typos anyhow. Arena battles or tournaments rely on luck and
how laggy your casting would be instead of actual skill and reflexes. Oh, and as far as atmosphere goes: graphics and textures are
okay - with no facial or physical customization option for your character, and the soundtrack decides to take long pauses of silence
as you play for no apparent reason.

Phew, sorry. I hate being thoroughly this negative, but Numen: Contest of Heroes would be a somewhat acceptable MMORPG. As a
single player RPG, it fails to deliver either interest in story, any character or scenario involvement, decent game or combat
mechanics or basically any good time. I remember having better time with Metin 2. That was multiplayer at least. When I bought
this game, it was on sale for 99 cents so it's not a big loss, but if you are interested in an Action RPG in a Greek Setting, Titan Quest
is most definitely a better choice. Good day.

Please also check out Lady Storyteller's Curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!. GoePPels-
Chan is so cute and smart! hopefully she will defeat Walt Disney in the next episode!. Lovely Game !!!

Downloaded the Demo Version first ... & immediately bought the game ...

It even has an editor and player generated levels for infinite Puzzle Fun !!!
What would you want more ??. I can't find the soundtrack! Yes, I have looked in the steam\/steamapps\/common it is not there.
I've also tried right-click properties and "browse local files". It's not there. Very dissappointing that this is so difficult..
Spectacular! Improved from DiRT Rally 1 in every way.

This track alone will ruin you for any other racing sim.

If you thought "can I skip this?", I have bad news for you: you really cannot. While many Codemasters F1 games feel like
annual patches for the full price, this Monte Carlo DLC feels and looks like a lot of work went into it. Due to the enhanced
driving physics and surfaces of DR2 it plays very differently to DR1. They could not have 'just ported' the 'old' MC stage into
DR2.

Whatever you think of their overall DLC policy, I find the price very acceptable. If you decide NOT to buy it, you will STILL
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be able to PLAY, if you are joining your friends online, who own the stage. But, why on earth would you not buy it?!

10\/10

. It's a fun novelty to be able to fly in Meigs again. However why would you recreate downtown Chicago with 3d buildings and
NOT include O'Hare and Midway?!?!?

. Just purchased this game! Great story line and finding it really enjoyable so far!
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The best game i've ever bought on steam. The game force you to be creative on how to eliminate the target rather than just
follow the instruction. Making it more exciting.. I went into this game thinking it was a puzzle game with platform elements.

It turns out it is almost entirely a platformer, with maybe two or three puzzles ("Solve 50 unique puzzles on your way"? yeah
right). Oh, and one of those puzzles uses mechanics that you aren't introduced to at all. There is no explanation of it, which leads
to you having to figure out the complicated mess out on your own. Usually that's not a big deal (especially since I enjoy actual
puzzles), but trial and error was made difficult by needing to pass part of the level before you can even attempt the puzzle.

The boss battles aren't very difficult, and are nice additions. Except for the lass boss, which is one of the most frustrating bosses
I've ever faced. The boss is actually very easy, all you need to do is dodge some stuff. But he randomly uses a pulse, which is
99% guaranteed to push you into debris; there is also no way to tell when he's about to do it, so it's unavoidable. In other words,
you just have to hope that he doesn't use it.

*End rant*

The first 40 levels or so of the game aren't bad. In fact, I enjoyed it. Sure, it was all platforming when I expected puzzles, but
that wasn't a huge deal. It was fun.

The last 10 levels and the final boss ruin this game. There are ridiculous timing-based events and several parts that require luck,
making the overall experience more frustrating than it's worth.. this game is awesome I'd totaly would recomend you play this
game. It is a very good fitness game! Sometimes my hits don't register, but then I just adjust the gloves and it gets fixed. I do
recommend this game because it does get you moving and has a quality sound track to begin with...
I don't know why, but all the 5's are upside down 2's in the achievements.... This is a fun game you can beat in an afternoon. The
graphics and soundtrack are beautiful, and the game is fun with decent progression for a few hours. This is somehow a very
relaxing bullet hell game... never thought I would write that one folks lol This is a great game and it put a smile on my face.

That said there are a couple flaws, it is a bit repetative with only 2 boss fights. There are lots of different regular enemies,
though they do not have all that much variety between them. The difficutly is a bit on the easy side, I'm not a great bullet hell
player, and I only lost a few ships when I beat the game. It's not too easy, just close. Plus there is a higher difficulty I did not try,
but hard core bullet hell junkies might not find a chalenge playing this one. Again, this is a very positive review, I'm just being
honest about whats good and bad. If it looks fun, I say go ahead and get it!. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BS7LJ8GHCI
This is a fantastic MS-DOS Classic from my Childhood days!

If Duke Nukem has a twin separated at birth, it's got to be Halloween Harry! But don't let his name fool you, he's no Pumpkin
Head. In Fact, the Earth is in Big Trouble & on the verge of a hostile takeover by aliens intent on turning humans into mindless
slave zombies, who can be used in their conquest of the universe.

Harry's called into action to Space Station Liberty, Standing Tall and given orders by Diane to penetrate the alien ship which has
burrowed itself underneath New York City (Halloween Harry 1.1 Version) or Attaching itself to a Skyscraper Antenna (Alien
Carnage Version).

With 4 Different Missions to play & Arsenal of 5 Different Weapons (Flamethrower, Photon Blaster, Thermal Grenades, Heat
Seeking Missiles, Micro-Nukes and The Awesome Omega Smart Bomb), you'll be able to save the planet again and again!

In addition, I've found a way to switch between Alien Carnage & Halloween Harry 1.1 by means of a Custom Installation. See
my Alien Carnage/Halloween Harry Codes & Secrets Guide for more Details.

On 1-1-2016, the 3D Realms Anthology has been discontinued. We'll miss you, Apogee Software!. Really interesting game i
really enjoyed it
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